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HWRD Rule Quiz
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A3 charges in from the blue line and
runs into the B goalie in the crease. The
referee puts on a delayed penalty for
charging. What are the options for the
referee? (HC Rule 7.4b)

Correct

 a) Minor

 b) Double Minor

 c) Major & Game Misconduct

 d) All of the Above

 e) Only A and C

Fill in the blank. Regarding assessing a
Game Misconduct to the Head Coach for
not holding the bench; If the head coach
does not hold the bench
____________________________ then
assess a game misconduct? (HC Rule
10.4e)

Correct

 a) at the end of the period or game

 b) at the end of the game

 c) and an altercation occurs with
penalties as the game ends

 d) and an altercation occurs with
penalties as the game ends or after the
game ends

 e) and an altercation occurs with or
without penalties

Two players take coincidental penalties
with no team killing a penalty. Where
does the next face-off take place? (HC
Rule 6.3b)

Correct

 a) in the end of the team that took the first
penalty.

 b) at center ice
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 c) at the closest face-off dot to the
stoppage of play, but not center ice.

 d) at the closest neutral zone dot.

Team B calls a timeout. May Team A take
a timeout at the same stoppage?
(Hockey Canada 6.18e note 2)

Correct

 Yes. So long as they ask before the puck
is dropped.

 No. Never. Only 1 timeout per stoppage is
permitted.

 Yes, so long as Team A asks the Referee
before Team B's timeout is over.

 Yes, so long as Team A asks for the
timeout at the same time as Team B.

 Yes, so long as the official has not
complete line change and blown play in for
puck drop.

True or false. After an AA or AAA team
ices the puck; they may not change
players. However, if either team uses a
time out they may change players (HW
SR-22).

Correct

 TRUE

 FALSE, in HW a time out does not negate
the no-change icing rule.

Who is allowed to call a time out? (HC
Rule 6.18e) Correct

 a) Coach

 b) Assistant Captain or Captain

 c) Any player designated by the coach,
no restriction as to who that player is.

 d) Any player on the ice.

 e) A or C

A7 is digging for the puck on the boards
and is looking down at his feet. B9 takes
many steps (to meet the criteria for
charging) and hits A7 in such a way that
does not qualify as boarding or checking
from behind. A7 is unable to protect or
defend himself from the hit. What penalty
should the referee assess? (HC 7.4c)

Correct



 a) Minor

 b) Double Minor

 c) Major and Game Misconduct

 d) Match

 e) Gross Misconduct

Attacking player A7 is standing in the
goal crease while the puck is at the
point; no significant contact is made
between goalie and A7. However, the
goalie is screened and unable to cut off
the angle. The attacking defense A9
shoots the puck and scores. State
Referee's decision. (Rule 8.5)

Correct

 a) No physical goalie interference. Good
Goal

 b) Call a penalty to A7 for goalie
interference. No Goal. You must call a
penalty to disallow the goal

 c) Call a penalty to A7 for Goalie
interference. Good goal.

 d) No goal as A7 proceeded the puck into
the crease and prevented the goalie from
tending goal. No penalty because A7 did not
do anything else illegal under other rules.

What penalty is assessed to a player or
team official who engages in insults or
verbal taunts based on race, ethnicity,
religion, gender, sexual orientation or
language? (Rule 11.4)

Correct

 a) Game Misconduct

 b) Major and Game Misconduct

 c) Match

 d) Gross Misconduct

 e) Referee's choice

Select all that apply. What are the penalty
options for spearing? (Rule 9.4, HC Rule
Book)

Correct

 A Gross Misconduct

 A Match penalty depending on how
deliberate, how violent and how accurate the
spear is.



spear is.

 A 2+2 to any player for an attempted
spear or jab that misses entirely or makes
contact with leg or ankle

 A minor penalty depending on severity

 A minor penalty and game misconduct
depending on severity
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